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BONN CLIMATE PROJECT – the case for  
hydrogen
Due to the drastic climate change and its already percepta-
ble consequences which cascade over us daily somewhere 
in the world, large-scale climate protection combined with 
development work, is urgently-needed and must start im-

mediately, in many poor countries, which are plagued by 
world peace-threatening extreme heat, drought, waterd 
shortage, crop failure, diseases, warfare.

The world needs a energy transmission! What is the solution, 
where should the transmission go? To what kind of energy? 
Carbon-reduced or even much better carbon-free energy 
is sought, likewise, clean and affordable energy is sought.

If the daily climatic disaster scenarios are correct and glo-
bal warming increases by only a few more few degrees 
due to Co² in the atmosphere (the final result of the com-
bustion of hydrocarbons), we have no choice but to switch 
to hydrogen energy immediately, as the universal energy, 
which is everywhere in the world available. 

The first element in the table of all elements is hydrogen. 
The universe consists of hydrogen. Everywhere, hydrogen 
is the foundation of all being. Consequently, the trans-
mission to a clean energy can be only hydro / water and 
hydrogen from it.

Tech innovation enhancing climate 
action

To facilitate a new way of life 
in rural areas by self-made bio 
energy from local resources and 
building. 

To contribute in further  
development of concrete, wider, 
efficient applications.

BONN CLIMATE PROJECT – the case for  
hydrogen
bundless a multitude of important components, sectors and partners, becau-
se only they allow the development of overall energy systems.

1. The CTC – Climate Technology Centre Bonn
has been established for this very purpose at the right 
location, in the UnFCCC city of Bonn, and hundreds 
and more reasons for which, this sociopolitical, scien-
tific, and economic project in international environ-
mental and climate policy can be implemented just 
there, from which derive multiplex economic benefits 
for all participants, which beyond others, also are: the 
Province of north Rhine Westfalia for creation and 
conservation of qualified employment, the project 
partner countries, and of course, the availability of 
serially-manufactured Hydra clean energy boats and 
ships for applied climate and environmental protec-
tion.

The international expert network and its associated 
research institutions have their core fields and inter-
national relevance in the Province of nRW, City and 
Region of Bonn, and particularly, at the CTC – Climate 
Technology Centre Bonn, as the centre of everything.

A global leading position in H² and fuel cells in Bonn 
is conceivable and immediate target.

2. BONN CLIMATE PROJECT – the case for 
hydrogen
– aims to make the German City of Bonn & Mecken-
heim the global centre of renewable energy research, 
bioenergy production, applications, exhibitions and 
the location for hosting climate protection in the ma-
ritime and shipping sector. The project will also provi-
de training and procurement of technologies, Made in 
Germany.

– by central Research & Development of alternative 
energy-, environment-, security and transport / and 
mobility concepts based upon renewable and green/
clean energies, electric appliances and mobility by bat-
teries, bio gases, hydrogen gas / fuel cells, gas batte-
ries, LnG-CnG, hybrids and technologies of the future. 

BONN – The Science- and United Nations City. For sustainable development 
worldwide – creating tomorrows potential



Project Scope Agriculture – Horticulture –  
Viticulture - Livestock farming in Bonn Area

AN AFRICA PROJECT

Building ICEPS CTC and the composition of the  
BONN CLIMATE PROJECT – Why and wherefore?
For Africa and for all developing and emerging countries: holistic development work 
with bioenergy.

As a citizen of Bonn, one of Germany’s oldest towns with 
2‘000 years of grown history, I was allowed to experience 
many things with my 53 years of age, particularly in res-
pect of the scientifical, technical, and political past of the 
Federal Republic of Germany’s former capital. 

This also includes the time of the reconstruction after the 
World War II (Reconstruction) with the re-establishment 
of handicraft business and industry, and also of the struc-
tures of 38 village communities around the City of Bonn, 
according with the Agricultural Cooperative Raiffeisen 
System, which includes an individual, independent, small 
energy supply.

Due to the positive fact that I was born and raised here in 
Bonn and having retraced my city’s history, I have elabora-
ted the "Bonn CLIMATE PRojECT" and written it down, 
with the aim to do something in my life which serves the 
the whole mankind.

Common welfare takes priority over individual welfare. 

The history of my parents, grandparents, great-grandpa-
rents and earlier generations, also taught me, to learn 
about and familiarise myself with education and science, 
part of which is the German Dual Vocational Training Sys-
tem that enabled Germany’s economic success.

It is not for nothing that „a trade in hand finds gold in 
every land,“ which also is the source of my own success 
and especially helps the people to transpose their ideas 
with their hands. The Germans call this „begreifen“. The 
verb „begreifen" [to comprehend]“ means „to grasp 
things with the hands“, i.e. the encompassing of theory 
and practice is the key to success. 

only the teaching and study of the crafts sector, applica-
tion and implementation into the economic structures of 
African countries, will bring them the requested develop-
ment, progress, and prosperity.

If the African countries adopt our German Dual Vocational 
Training System for about 350 different professions, they 
will rapidly accelerate the development and emergence, 
as it occurred in Germany.

My own education, apprenticeship, training and subse-
quent long years of study of diverse disciplines, have given 
me the opportunity to recognise situations and complex 
correlations.

In particular, I realised the importance of the City of Bonn in 
respect to crucial knowledge about water, food, energy, fo-
restry and agriculture, as suppliers of materials of all kinds.

From agriculture and chemistry derive food, building ma-
terials, and energy. Food, feed, fiber, fuel from farmers.

The biological diversity and the knowlege about, even 
about bioenergy, are found in Bonn for 200 years and 
were developed and taught ever since, after the founding 
of the University of Bonn in 1819, which means that these 
German technological achievements were developed and 
applied in Germany and Bonn for this time period.

They must only be transferred to Africa, and the knowled-
ge and skills of which, be conveyed and taught.

The working-out of solutions must only be started, and the 
known overall solutions be elaborated and implemented.

Bio Energy Research City of Meckenheim

AROUND US

For all problems, there is a solution. We 
have it!
The world’s problems grow inexorably, and even in Ger-
many, we have enormous economical problems due to the 
increasingly-high energy costs beyond the reach for many 
people, caused by a failed energy policy.

There is a need for swift action, and everyone has to join 
in. In view of its enormous scientific fundus, Germany can 
meanwhile provide global solutions.

Knowledge is not enough, but it must also be 
used; it is not enough to be willing, but it must 
also be done" (Lucius Annaeus Seneca, Roman 
Philosopher and Scientist).
I myself can and will contribute with the socio-political 
"Bonn CLIMATE PRojECT" and, therefore, have estab-
lished the ICEPS e.V. – International Clean Energy Part-
nerShip Foundation, associated with the CTC Bonn, and 
realised on a large scale, the direct and wholly attributable 
Bonn CLIMATE PRojECT, for demonstration and training, 
in the midst of everything.

The CTC – Climate Technology Centre was built and reali-
sed by me, accordingly and is well-prepared for the entire 
project implementation, all under one roof: presentati-
on of prototypes, R&D, training, information, technology 
transfer, and teaching and apprenticeship as well as the 
Forum  "Mesa Climatica".

I refer to my relationships with many international or-
ganisations in Bonn and Germany, with the United na-
tions, universities, Researchers, technical institutions and 
the possibility of the CTC/Germany as a bridge for the 
transfer of German technology to Least Developed Coun-
tries, developing countries, and emerging countries.  

Kalkofenstr. 5
53340 Meckenheim

Region Bonn
Phone +49 228 92599553

info@clean-energy-bonn.org
www.clean-energy-bonn.org
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 Civil Eng. & Dipl.  
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Technician  
Heinz j. Sturm 
Author of the Bonn CLIMATE PRojECT 
Founder and owner of the  
CTC – Climate Technology Centre

The Structure of the BONN CLIMATE PROJECT

ICEPS BONN – International Clean Energy PartnerShip Foundation –

Promoter of R&D of clean energy technologies, environmental protection & 
social projects 
CTC Bonn – (Un) Climate Technology Center – R&D of 
prototypes, innovation & technology transfer -institute of 
applied sciences of ICEPS Bonn and Partners, both loca-
ted at the Research Campus for Energy & Environmental 
Solutions and directly linked and neighbouring with in-
ternational R&D, study and capacity building of different 
institutes, universities, organisations  and researchers of 
Region Bonn Rhein Sieg, Germany, EU and the world.

ICEPS – International Clean Energy PartnerShip e. V., Bonn, 
Germany, had already participated (the special request of 
the Un Bonn) in the very complex international competiti-
on of the UnFCCC for hosting a climate technology centre 
(in 2012 ), as the only German organisation and one out 
of a total of 9 applicants worldwide, strongly engaged in 
the field of hydrogen and fuel cells, especially in Bonn and 
nRW province, to make the topics internationally known 
at an early scale

Founder and owner Heinz j. Sturm, ahead of the times, has 
already invested in the 2000s, in the early, active climate 
and environmental protection, and acquired the „Hydra“ 
prototype, the worldwide first civilian, electric hydrogen 
fuel cell boat (tested and certified by Germanischer Lloyd) 
as well as all technical documentations, patents and me-
thodologies.

Thus, he has looked forward to the day and prepared all 
details for the direct implementation of all correlating 
projects, as described in the Bonn CLIMATE PRojECT for 
future international deployment.

The extended and expensive German academic research 
and demonstration project over many years, now provi-
des valuable findings and results for immediate serial and 
mass-production.

Climate Technology Center – CTC BONN – in direct vicinity to the UN Climate Secretariat 


